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Newsletter July 2016
Hi Folks,
Our May meeting was fairly well attended and the theme was “British Royalty Transport” - which included horse drawn
carriages and coaches - and there were some good examples displayed by members of these coaches, horses and
their riders wearing their full livery.
Also at the meeting, there were again several lots of models for sale.
At our July meeting, there will be three Closed Auctions of the following models for sale as listed below:
1) Matchbox models. There will be +-20 of these models for sale. Some models are boxed, and the boxes are
OK - but some boxes are not in a good condition. See pics of a few of these models on page 4 and 5, and
see also pics sent separately to members by email of some of these models.
2) Models of Yesteryear (MOY) - 2
condition. No boxes.

nd

series - +-40 of these models will be for sale by Vania Monti and are in mint

3) John Winter will be selling +-40 different models - some of these models are boxed - plus see email list of
some of these models as sent separately to members.
Note: Request from sellers: Please be very careful when handling these models - or preferably don’t touch - as some
MOY and other models have very fragile plastic hoods and components.
The theme for our July 2016 meeting is “60 Years of Corgi” - this theme should be popular, so hopefully many
members will bring their models along.
But on more sombre note, in the “Hornby Hobbies” article below by Maz Woolley from Model Auto Review - he says
th
“It seems sad to me that Corgi's 60 year is being celebrated by a series of lacklustre repaints which say little about
its history or contribution to the hobby over the years” - and that “Hornby Hobbies (the owners of Corgi and other
brands) made an annual loss of 13.5 million pounds in the last year.”
A short history of Corgi on page 2 and 3 covers the early years, how Corgi was named - and mentions several of the
more valuable Corgi models made. And it would be very interesting to know if any of our members have one of these
valuable models.
th

This is a reminder for members to diarise the date of Richard Hebbron’s next Hobbies Fair on Saturday 27 August
2016.
The theme for our Annual Rod Guérin Diorama Competition is “The end of the line”
See you at the next meeting,

Keep collecting

Philip
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Hornby News
By Maz Woolley
Hornby Hobbies owners of many famous brands including Corgi, Airfix, Scalextric and Hornby trains has announced
an annual loss of 13.5 million pounds in the last year on a revenue of around 55 million pounds. Not surprisingly the
share price has fallen by around 60% over the last year. The only strategy the Board has is to shrink the business and
reduce costs to try to earn a profit on a lower turnover and to go cap in hand to the market for 8 million pounds more
capital.
Why is this important to collectors? Well it looks like the end of the Modelzone areas in W H Smith stores making it
even more difficult to see models before you buy them and giving Hornby even less visibility to the general public.
With no money and an ambition to shrink the ranges by 40% a further cutback in investment in new castings and
mouldings across the ranges seems inevitable and initiatives like KitStarter will presumably be stopped. Since
investment in new models in some ranges like Vanguards has been non-existent for some time does that mean that
they will actually cease to be produced, after all the re-colours are struggling to sell in the current market place?
It seems sad to me that Corgi's 60th year is being celebrated by a series of lacklustre repaints which say little about
its history or contribution to the hobby over the years. Indeed I think that this year may see the Corgi brand decline
into insignificance for model car collectors - which is a real shame.

Corgi's famous model vehicles captured the imagination of millions of baby boomers and, what were once simply toys
for boys, are highly sought-after in the expanding collectables market.
Some models, in mint condition and complete with box, which originally sold for a few shillings are now fetching
hundreds of pounds. Today, the majority of Corgi cars, trucks and buses are produced as once-only Limited Editions
and are often sold out within weeks of release.
Although top prices grab the headlines, diecast scale model collecting is an easy hobby to start and many vehicles,
both old and new, can be acquired for a few pounds.
The Corgi brand was created by the Mettoy Company of Northampton which first started to produce colourful, pressed
metal toys in the 1930s. The name Corgi (after the Welsh dog) was chosen for three reasons: first, because it was
short and catchy; secondly because the models were to be produced in Swansea and thirdly because of its strong
association with the Royal Family.
The first Corgi models appeared in 1956 and covered British-built saloon cars of the period. Names redolent with
nostalgia including the Ford Consul, Austin Cambridge, Morris Cowley, Riley Pathfinder, Vauxhall Velox, Rover 90
and Hillman Husky were among the first to be produced. Each model sold for 3/- (15p).
Always at the forefront and to ensure a point of difference from other die-cast vehicles, Corgis were sold as the ones
with windows. Other later innovations included Glidamatic spring suspension, opening bonnets and boots and
diamond jewelled headlights.
Without doubt, Corgi's best known model is James Bond's Aston Martin DB5. First produced in 1965 and featuring
ejector seat and front-mounted machine guns, it was an instant success earning the UK Toy of the Year Award.
Priced at around 10/- (50p), by 1968 more than 3.9 million had been sold. At an auction, a rare gold-plated version
given only to visiting VIPs to the Corgi factory made £1,300.
One of the top selling models of all time, reaching five million units, is the 1966 Batmobile. Other best sellers include
the John Player Special Lotus Formula 1 racing car and the Ghia L 6.4 (which had a moulded Corgi dog lying on the
rear parcel shelf).
In 50 years, Corgi has produced models of virtually every type of car, bus and truck. Some of the most sought-after
model cars include the 1965 Monte Carlo Rally Mini Cooper S (£300 to £400); the 1966 The Man from U.N.C.L.E's
'Thrushbuster' Oldsmobile (£250-£300) and the 1959-61 Ford Thunderbird Hardtop, pale green body (£175-£200). If
you have got the right Noddy car, produced in 1969, lurking in the attic it could be worth an amazing £700 or even
more!
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Corgi 60th Anniversary Models - July to December

Classic Routemaster, London Transport - 60th Anniversary Collection

Ford Escort Mk1 Mexico, Daytona Yellow

Ford Escort Mk1 Mexico, Diamond White - 60th Anniversary Collection

Focke-Wulf Fw 190F-8, ‘Black 3’ Feldwebel Eugen Lorcher, II./SG2
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Pics of some of the Matchbox / Husky models for sale by Closed Auction

Note: For those members whose bids are successful and would like replacement Matchbox reproduction boxes for
those boxes shown above in poor condition - suggest contact Dusan Milanovic.
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Note: All models are “Matchbox” - except for the three tankers above which are Husky models.

Upcoming events

Date
th
25 July 2016
th

25 July 2016
Saturday
27 August 2016

Event / Function
NDMC Meeting

Venue
VCC - Kloof

Theme
Annual Hobbies Fair Moth Hall

Comments
Time: 17:00 for 17:30 ’till we end.
Cost: Subs due: R150.00 / year - Country Members R80.00 R35.00 for non-members
60 Years of Corgi
9am to 3pm - Ridley Park Road, Malvern

th
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On the lighter side
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